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I. Introduction

Diabetes Mellitus Is A Vital Cause Of Visual Morbidity That Affects An Estimated 11.8 Million Diagnosed And 4.9 Million Undiagnosed Persons In The Us [1, 2]. Among Them 40.3% Have Some Degree Of Diabetic Retinopathy And 8.2% Have Vision Threatening Retinopathy. The Rates Of Retinopathy And Vision-Frightening Retinopathy Are Higher In Persons With Type 1 Diabetes, Occurring In 82.3% And 32.2% Of Affected Persons, Respectively [3-6]. Persons With Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) Are 29 Times More To Become Blind Than Those Without Diabetes And It Is Estimated That Diabetic Retinopathy Is Responsible For 5% Of All The World’s Blindness Cases The Medical Cost Of DR Has Been Estimated To Be Us$500 Million Per Year In The Us Alone [6-8]. Diabetic Retinopathy Is A Microvascular Complication Of Diabetes And The Common Cause Of Damage To The Retina Of The Eye Of The Diabetic Patient. The Prevalence Of Retinopathy Varies With The Age Of Diabetes And The Duration Of Disease. For The Detection Of Diabetic Retinopathy Color Fundus Photographs Of The Retina Is Required.

If The Symptoms Are Identified In Earlier Stage, Then Proper Treatment Can Be Provided. The Effective Treatment Of Diabetic Retinopathy Can Inhibit The Progression Of The Diseases. Many Patients Are Not Aware Of This Disease. It Is Point Out That At Least 90% Of The New Cases Of Diabetic Retinopathy Could Be Reduced By Giving Proper Treatment And Regular Monitoring Of The Eye. Diabetic Retinopathy Can Be Diagnosed By The Defects Of The Retina. The Defects May Include Microaneurysms, Haemorrhages And Exudates. Microaneurysms Are The Primary Abnormality Occurring In The Eye Because Of Diabetes.

Figure 1: Anatomy Of The Eye

These Are Recognized By Tiny, Dark Red Spots Or Haemorrhages That May Occur As Alone Or In Clusters And Light Sensitive To Retina. Haemorrhages Are Round In Shape, Which Are Found In Deep Layer Of The
Retina. Exudates Are Two Types: Hard Exudates And Soft Exudates. Hard Exudates Are The Fat And Protein Leaking Out From The Blood Vessel, Which Prevents Light From Reaching The Retina And Causes Visual Impairment. There Are Some Spots Termed As Soft Exudates Are Seens In The Severe Stages Of Diabetic Retinopathy Called Cotton Wool Spots. These Caused By Nerve Fiber Layer Blocked And The Local Nerve Fiber Axons Get Blown Up. Fig.1 Shows The Features Of Diabetic Retinopathy. The Aim Of This Paper Is To Review The Existing Method Of Automated Diagnosis Of Diabetic Retinopathy And To Discuss On Future Research Direction Of Automated Diagnosis Of Diabetic Retinopathy. The Rest Of The Paper Is Organized As Follows. Section Ii Describes The Detection Methods And Section Iii Discussions On Existing Techniques And Future Research Directions.

II. Diabetic Retinopathy Detection Methods


![Figure 2: Normal Fundus Image](image)

Sargunar And Sukanesh: Described Classification Of Diabetic Retinopathy Using Fuzzy C-Means Clustering, Fractal Techniques And Morphological Transformations. The System Involves Preprocessing Retinal Images By Local Contrast Enhancement Using Mean And Variance. Then The Preprocessed Image Is Segmented And Textural Features Are Extracted For Classification. The Classification Accuracy Of The System Is 85%.

![Figure 3 Fundus Image Of Retinitis Pigmentosa Disease](image)

Sae-Tang, Et Al.: Proposed A System For Exudates Detection In Fundus Images With Non-Uniform Illumination. The Authors Divided The System Into Two Parts: In The First Part Background Illumination Was Estimated And In The Second Part Background Subtraction Was Performed For Exudates Detection.
Akter Et Al: Describe A Morphology-Based Exudates Detection For Early Diagnosis Of Diabetic Retinopathy.

Detection By Lesions, Microaneurysm And Vessels Sanchez Et Al. Described Detection Of Diabetic Retinopathy Through Lesions. Their Method Uses Two Features (Color And Shape) Of The Lesion To Detect Lesions. The Sensitivity Of The System Is 79.62%.

Esmaeili Et Al: Described A Curvelet Transform Based Method For Extraction Of Red Lesions For Diagnosis Of Diabetic Retinopathy. They Applied Digital Curvelet Transform [23] To Produce Enhanced Image And Modify Curvelet Coefficients In Order To Lead Red Objects To Zero By Thresholding. The Sensitivity Is 94% And Specificity Is 87% Of The Method.


Karnowski Et Al. Report A Method For Lesion Segmentation Based On The Morphological Reconstruction Methods Because Of Its High Adaptability To Local Contrast Changes. They Adapt The Method To Include Segmentation Of Dark Lesions With A Given Vasculature Segmentation And Used Ground Truth Data To Create Post-Processing Filters For Different Lesion Types. A Simple Bayesian Classifier Is Used To Classify Different Lesions. The Sensitivity And Specificity Of The System Is 90%. Comparisons Of Other Method Was Not Performed.

Niemeijer Et Al: Present International Microaneurysm Detection Competition, Organized In The Context Of The Retinopathy Online Challenge (Roc). They Asked An Expert To Assign Each Reference Image Identified Microaneurysm Into Three Classes Based On Their Local Contrast And Compare The Results Of Five Different Methods. The Results Of Their Work Was Submitted Through A Website After Which Standardized Evaluation Software Was Used To Determine The Performance Of Each Of The Methods.

Supervised Method Of Segmentation Of Retinal Images By Using Gray-Level And Moment Invariant-Based Features Are Used By The Authors For Early Detection Of Diabetic Retinopathy. They Use A Neural Network System And Moment-Invariant-Based Feature For Pixel Classification. The Classification Procedure Assigns As Vessel Or Nonvessel To Each Candidate Pixel. The Authors Distribute The Training Set Data In The Feature Space For The Selection Of A Suitable Classifier. Osareh And Shadgar Describe An Automatic Blood Vessel Segmentation Of Color Fundus Images Of Retina For The Detection Of Diabetic Retinopathy. They Use A Bayesian Classifier With Conditional Probability Density Function. And The Accuracy Of Their Optimum Classifier Are Evaluated Using Roc Curves Analysis. The Sensitivity And Specificity Of The System Is 95.5% Is 97.1% Respectively.

Detection By Optic Disk Aquino Et Al: Described An Automated Optic Disk Detection In Retinal Images With Diabetic Retinopathy. Their Detection Procedure Is Divided In Two Independent Methodologies. One Is Location Methodology Consists Of Maximum Difference Method, Maximum Variance Method And Low-Pass Filter Method Which Work On The Green Channel Of The Rgb Color Space Providing The Best Contrast. The Other Methods Is A Boundary Segmentation Methodology Estimating A Circular Approximation Of The Optical Disk That Applies Mathematical Morphology, Edge Detection And The Circular Hough Transform. In Fig.4. A) Shows The Determination Of The Optical Disk Detected By The Methods Given In Reference . In Fig.3, We Shows The Detected Optic Disk Region By Morphology-Based Exudates Detection. The Success Rate Of Optic Disk Location Are 98.83% And 99% Respectively. The Severity Of The Disease Can Be Detected By Processing Both The Fundus Image And The Electroretinogram Signal.

III. Analysis Of Work

A. Critical Comments On Detection Through Exudates Hard And Soft Exudates Detection Described By Kavitha And Duraiswmy Method’s Accuracy Is Low Due To False Detection. However, The Accuracy Of The Authors Method Is Low Due To Artifacts, Additive Noise And Fainted Exudates.

Exudates Detection By Color Histogram Thresholding, The Authors Basha And Prasad Algorithm Has Some False Detection Because The Color Of Exudates Are Similar To Optic Disc And Edge Of Blood Vessel. Application Of Automatic Image Processing Methods To Fundus Has The Problems Of Varying Image Quality Such As Contrast And Brightness, And Characterization Of Color Differences Due To Inhomogeneous Illumination Of The Eye Background.
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Sae-Tang et al. describe exudates detection through non-uniform illumination background subtraction. But their method has some limitations. Their proposed method cannot detect some of the soft exudates because intensity is not very distinct from the intensity of the background and some soft exudates are not as bright lesions.

The method described by Akter et al. should test their system with more retinopathy images. Critical comments on detection through lesions, microaneurysm and vessels: the detection of diabetic retinopathy through lesions has some problems. Their algorithm depends on the detection of optic disk and blood vessels and makes the results dependent on the detection of optic disk and blood vessels. The authors did not compare their system with existing methods. The limitation of the method is that the authors did not compare to existing method and classification feature were not good. Karnowski et al. select the initial parameter and the chosen parameter were used for the remaining experiments for robustness. To save the processing time, the larger images were resized. Niemeijer et al. describe the results of the various methods to show the best performance for the microaneurysms. But the human expert is well ahead of the system. So there is still scope for improvement in the automatic system performance. Diego et al. describe a new supervised method for blood vessel segmentation in retinal images. But their system produce special distribution of the classification errors by the segmentation algorithm.

Critical comments on detection through optic disk: the system of the authors have to be able to analyze low quality images, but images several megabytes in size would not be acceptable because it needs large storage requirements. The accuracy and robustness of locating the optical disk to be increased.

### IV. Results and Discussion

Critical comments on detection through neural network: Sivakumar et al. have to extend to further applications in medicine. Jayanthi et al. described a survey of the classical and the methods for classifying and diagnosing the type of retinal disease and detecting its features after diagnosis at an earlier stage of the disease. Although a lot of work has been done, automatic diagnosis of retinal diseases at an earlier stage still remains an open problem.

Vijayamadhswaran et al. classified the exudates. But they did not present the performance of the system. Critical comments on detection through other methods: the classification of the system accuracy requires more range images and a larger number of neighborhood windows. One solution is to perform a feature selection procedure during the training stage to identify the most distinctive histogram features. Then the range images with less distinctive histogram features need not to be calculated.

Gang Luo et al. proposed system utilized to extract abnormalities of diabetic retinopathy without over segmentation problem. But they did not tell about the performance of the system. Future research directions from this review, we found that there is a good number of different approaches for diabetic retinopathy. All have some merits and demerits. Among these methods detection by exudates, lesions and detection by neural network are somehow benchmarks in this research domain. In future researcher should concentrate on

1) Developing improved camera system for early diagnosis retinopathy.
2) Effectiveness of the existing techniques are questionable. For more accuracy hybridization of methods may be effective.
3) In addition, researchers may focus on developing novel approaches overcoming the demerits of existing technology.

---

**Figure 4: Input Image**
Figure 5: Preprocessed A, B Type Images

Figure 6: Fussy C Means Clusters Images

Figure 7: Shape Extraction

Figure 8: ROI Segmented Image
We have presented the current status of automated diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy. The imaging system of the fundus camera needs to be developed in an effective manner with high resolution so that the diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy can be detected at an early stage. The performances of existing techniques in practical situations are not up to the mark. So, researchers would concentrate on developing a system that would be effective in real life. In addition, researchers may focus on developing a hybrid system, which is suitable for real life applications.
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